CONCEPT
My digital artefact is a Pastiche of social media and website content geared towards securing the short-term
future of the Digital Media Society (UOWDMS), by encouraging current students to step forward and be the
next Club Executives at our Annual General Meeting (AGM).

METHODOLOGY

Following Harvey (2019)'s plan to reposition the DMS, I implemented necessary changes to achieve
this. First, we had to rebrand ourselves, which included realigning our brand personality, the
messaging and content we put out, and of course, the aesthetics that appear across our platforms.
To "position ourselves as capable of assisting these students" I switched our brand voice to almost
exclusively feature second-person language (thus, directly addressing the students as 'you' and
evoking a response to the content). Also, I adopted a student-first approach, where all of our
content had to have some utility for a BCM student (Harvey 2019, p. 6). My DA took the form of:

Click here to view the new website.
UOWDMS
Website:
redesigned
existing pages

UOWDMS
Website:
Added new
pages and
content
Useful Uni Resources, Event Info Packs, Become an Executive, First
Year Survival Tips, Tutorials
Blog Content
Blog 1: Internships (wrote and edited)
Blog 2: Project Pitches (co-wrote and edited)
Blog 3: First-Year Advice (edited)

I published Tweets about
student resources, UOWDMS
events, student advice as per
repositioning strategy.
UOWDMS
Social Media
Presence:
Twitter

UOWDMS
Social Media
Presence:
Instagram
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I published Posts
about student
resources,
UOWDMS events,
student advice as
per repositioning
strategy.
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
[Digi Hacks Story
Highlight]

UOWDMS
Social Media
Presence:
Facebook

I published Posts
about student
resources,
UOWDMS events,
student advice as
per repositioning
strategy.
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
[6] [7] [8]

The Bloggies
2020

An online version of the infamous Bloggies run by the UOWDMS
on our Discord server to boost the morale of students and
celebrate their work in the Autumn semester. Set to run Monday
Week 13.

BCM Town
Meeting

UOWDMS brought together key staff members and students to
discuss issues with remote learning to build a better Spring
semester, together.
[1] [2] [3] [4]

Become an
Executive
Campaign

Responding to the possible shortterm future that we may not
generate enough interest to form
leadership at our AGM, I deployed
a campaign, which consisted of 3
phases over three weeks, and then
continuous reminders with
increased frequency leading up to
the AGM.
Phase 1: The Persuasion (emotional appeal) [1] [2]
Phase 2: The Job Roles (humour appeal) [1] [2] [3]
Phase 3: Explicit Calls to Action (logical apeal)
Phase 4: Continuous reminders including testimonials and 'we
need you' messaging (value appeal)

As evident above, my methodology followed a three-prong approach to secure the short-term goals that
Harvey (2019) envisioned in his Pyatiletka:

Resources
(productivity utility)

Become an Executive Campaign
(calling users to action to secure
the short-term future of the
UOWDMS).

Events
(user benefit utility)

Moreover, rapid prototyping and iteration were essential to the development of my digital artefact.

Project Pitch

Project Beta

My pitch was a completely different project. I had
developed an onboarding portal for the new
UOWDMS executives of 2020-21. I utilised peer
feedback and discussion with my 'public' (DMS
executives), to shift my project focus to a more shortterm goal: recruiting executives for 2020-21.

After undergoing the iteration process, I began
to understand what Futures Cultures was about
and heavily applied Wendell Bell's Three-Part
Thinking Structure to my work. The result is the
pastiche of collaborative public messaging that
appears above.

UTILITY
To assess the utility of my digital artefact, I turned to a blog by Positive Force (n.d.) which outlines various
reasons why individuals choose to volunteer. According to them, what draws individuals to volunteer are
causes which they have personal ties to, ones that build their resume, opportunities to meet like-minded
individuals and for the gratification of "doing good". These are all core elements of the messaging in the
Become an Executive Campaign, clearly evident in the first campaign video. The utility is helping to overcome a
barrier that Harvey (2019) identifies for the DMS on page 8 of the Pyatiletka:

"One unfortunate side effect of the expansion of the society has been an assumption by a minority of students
that the work undertaken by DMS is paid labour."

Alternatively, for the public (BCM students who follow and engage with UOWDMS online platforms) the utility
stems from the following questions:
•
•

What do current students need during the pandemic?
What does a Bachelor of Communications and Media student need that they do not get in class?

Judging by the feedback (as outlined in my Beta pitch), the utility was successful. I would like to draw attention
to one comment in particular, which exemplifies what my digital artefact's utility is all about:

"I wanted to commend all of the DMS for the work they do. During the Town Meeting, I noticed how you and
Callum got most of the crowd that were there talking and it kind of gave me an idea as to how rather than
tutors, the older students could be the ones who get first and second years to step out of their comfort zone."

OVERALL TRAJECTORY
My project took a trajectory best represented through the line below, and best described by Masini (1997):
"there is not just one future, there are many futures", and "our future must not only be foreseen and dreamt
of but chosen and built". As my original project took a dramatic turn, and the focus of my DA underwent
micro-shifts as the needs of the public audience changed.

Furthermore, there are many futures for the Digital Media Society (described using Wendell Bell's Three-Part
Thinking Structure in the table below), and my project is serving the preferable future while accounting for the
probability of others occurring. However, as Masini signifies, to secure the preferable future, we must work
towards it, so my digital artefact shifted from a pre-emptive resource to an actively built-upon campaign to
secure the DMS' short-term future.

Probable Short-Term Future

Possible Medium-Term Future

Preferable Long-Term Future

DMS continues its growth as a central
BCM support system in the short
term.

DMS continues through leadership
changes and is not negatively
affected by them in the short term.

DMS exceeds the limitations of being
just a university club and crosses the
bridge towards a professional
organisation in the long term.

My digital artefact will continue after the semester closes, through the Become an Executive Campaign. I will
continue to provide utility to our public through our presence on online platforms. I will best serve our
audience by considering the limitations and successes of my project:

Limitations

Successes

•

•

•

The underlying fear that my project could all
be for nothing. It would be naïve not to
acknowledge the possible future that the
DMS does not form governance during our
AGM.
Once we get the new executives, how can we
be sure that they tackle the DMS with as
much passion as the current Executive Team?

•
•
•

My DA was extremely helpful for BCM
students.
My DA helped enact real change through the
BCM Town Meeting.
The first Executive Campaign video received a
roaring and sentimental response.
I was able to take what I learned in the
lectures and apply Futures Studies thinking to
my work.

THE FUTURE CULTURES CHALLENGE
My digital artefact, like Harvey (2019), considers the futures in the next five years:
Short-Term Future

Medium-Term Future

Long-Term Future

Now (June 2020) until the AGM
(roughly August 2020)

Post-AGM (August 2020) until the
2021 AGM (roughly August 2021)

Post-2021 AGM until 2025

I am fulfilling my short-term future as an undergraduate student in need of work experience by helping to
secure the DMS' long term future. I had to recognise that a long-term future for the DMS was not attainable
without focusing on the short and medium-term first.
Prediction is a "necessary part of decision making and planning" (Moore 2019). A large portion of my digital
artefact involved predictions: how likely is the DMS to form governance at the AGM? Will the public audience
respond to this piece of content? Therefore, 'prediction' did become a necessary part of my decision making
and ultimately, a foundation for my approach to the Future Cultures Challenge. Upon assessing the Nine
Purposes of Futures Studies (Moore 2019), it became evident that my project was adhering to the seventh
purpose, "integration of knowledge and values for designing social action". As, my DA treats the future as a
learning process, where the DMS is open-minded, creative and emphasises the possibility of different futures.
Moreover, social action naturally became part of the DMS as we became more engrained with the BCM
community and rose as a voice for the students. A prime example of this is the BCM Town Meeting, where we
took a holistic approach to policy-design for the Spring Semester of 2020 to ensure that it served the needs of
both staff and students.
However, wrong predictions are just as important as correct ones, as Moore (2020) explains. He says: "to
reimagine the future means we have to look at historical and current trends but realise that progression is not
necessarily linear"; which was the biggest lesson I had to learn throughout this project. It was brought to my
attention early on in the project iteration, that I was assuming that the DMS would generate enough interest in
executive positions to require an onboarding portal. This realisation was a pivotal moment for me because it
forced me to think like a Futurist and imagine other futures that were not linear.
Finally, paraphrased by Masini (2011, p.567), Fred Polak "writes that the future is born from the antithesis
between the present and the imagined". In this case, the "imagined" is Harvey's 2019 Pyatiletka, and the

"present" is the digital artefact that I produced in 2020. In such a short time, due to internal and external
stimuli, the imagined future of the Digital Media Society has changed. So, in collaboration with my fellow DMS
Executives, we re-evaluated our 5-year plan, based on our current conditions, truly exhibiting how the future is
not linear and predictable. In his Pyatiletka (2019), Harvey identified a "Periodic Reshaping" due to executives'
graduation and how this would affect elections (below).
At the time of his "present", this "imagined"
future was straightforward re-election,
onboarding and continuation of the DMS'
work. However, no one could predict that
COVID-19 would cause all university
activities to go remote, resulting in
widespread disengagement with the
university, ultimately affecting the grand
plans of our club for 2020 and removing the
momentum we had gained throughout OWeek.

Harvey (2019) 5-Year
Plan for the UOW
Digital Media Society.

My (2020) 5-Year
Plan for the UOW
Digital Media Society
(realigned for the
current trajectory of
the UOWDMS)
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